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Abstract—An AES algorithm can be implemented in software or hardware but hardware implementation is more suitable for high speed
applications.AES is most secure security algorithm to maintain safety and reliability of date transmission for this key size is important. And here
used AES-256 bit.The main goal of paper is AES hardware implementation to achieve less area and low power consumptions also to achieve
high speed data processing and reduce time for key generation. This paper presents AES-256 bit algorithm design consist of 128 bit symmetric
key. Xilinx ISE.14.7(64-bit) is used for simulation by using VHDL and hardware implementation on FPGA(Xilinx Spartan 6 or Altera Cyclone
2 FPGA device).
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I. INTRODUCTION
AES is a symmetric encryption algorithm processing data in
block of 128 bits. Under the influence of a key, a 128-bit
block is encrypted by transforming it in a unique way into a
new block of the same size. AES is symmetric since the
same key is used for encryption and the reverse
transformation, decryption. Here AES 256 bit used for high
efficiency. The only secret necessary to keep for security is
the key.New AES algorithm with encryption and decryption
was realized in Verilog Hardware Description Language.
The 128-bit plaintext and 256-bit key, as well as the 128-bit
output data were all divided into four 32-bit consecutive
units respectively controlled by the clock. The pipelining
technology was utilized in the intermediate nine round
transformations so that the new algorithm achieved a
balance between speed and chip area.
AES may configured to use different key-lengths, the
standard defines 3 lengths and the resulting algorithms are
named AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256 respectively to
indicate the length in bits of the key. In this project AES256 encryption and decryption with 256-bit key is
considered. Hardware security solution based on highly
optimized programmable FPGA provides the parallel
processing capabilities and can achieve the required
performance benchmarks. The current Area Optimized
algorithm of AES are mainly based on the realization of Sbox mode and the minimizing of the internal registers which
could save the area of IP core significantly.
II. NETWORK SECURITY
Cryptographic algorithm are utilized for security services in
various environments in which low cost and low power
consumption are key requirements.The Encryption
algorithm must provide facility of implementing security
protocols, even for those low network speeds, increases the
requirements for computational power. AES provides
combination of security, performance and efficiency. For
any security, here key size is important because of this it
determines the strength of security, area optimization and
power consumption[5].These parameters are important in

case of designing lower area and less power consumption
designs are used in real time applications[5].
III. AES ALGORITHM
The AES algorithm is a symmetric block cipher that
processes data blocks of 128 bits using a cipher key of
length 128, 192, or 256 bits. Each data block consists of a 4
× 4 array of bytes called the state, on which the basic
operations of the AES algorithm are performed. The AES
encryption and decryption procedure as shown in below
figure.
After an initial round key addition, a round function
consist of four different transformation subbyte(),
shiftrows(), mixcolume() and addroundkey() is applied to
the data block(i.e the state array). The round function is
performed iteratively 10, 12, or 14 times, depending on the
key length. Check that in the last round MixColumn() is not
applied.

Fig1: AES Operational Flow
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1. SubBytes( ) Transformation:
 Non-linear substitution table used in several byte
substitution transformations and in the Key
Expansion routine to perform a one-for-one
substitution of a byte value.
 The S-box used in the Subbytes transformation is
presented in hexadecimal form.

2.ShiftRows( ) Transformation:
 A transposition step where the last three rows of
the state are shifted cyclically a certain number of
steps.

Fig 5:ShiftRows( ) cyclically shifts the last three rows in the
state.
3.Mixcolumns( ) Transformation:
 The MixColumn transformation operates on the
state column-by-column, treating each column as a
four-term polynomial.




Fig 2:SubBytes( ) applies the s-box to each byte of
the state.
If S11={53}, then the substitution value can be
determined by the intersection of the row with
index „5‟ and the column with index „3‟. This result
in S‟11having a value of {ed}.
AES Encryption S-box:
Fig 6: MixColumns( ) Operates on the state column by
column
4.AddRoundKey( ) Transformation:
 The Add Round Key operation is a simple EXOR
operation between the Data and the Round Key.
 The output of EXOR ing is again in the form of
state matrix.

Fig 3:AES encryption s-box


AES Decryption S-box:
Fig 7:AddRoundKey( ) XORs each column of state with a
word from the key schedule.
IV.AES ENCRYPTION PROCESS

Fig 4:AES Inverse s-box of decryption

Fig 8: AES-256 Encryption Process
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The four packets of consecutive 32-bit plaintext (128
bits)
have been put into the corresponding registers. While
another four packets of consecutive 32-bit cipher key (256
bits)have been put into other registers.This module should
combine the plaintext and cipher key by using the XOR
operators.
After XOR operation round transformation mainly
realizes function of SubBytes and MixColumn with 32 bit
columns. Four packets of round transformation are
processed separately.Then the results of MixColumns and
the 32-bit keys from Keyexpansion are combined by using
XOR operators. Here, the round transformation is a module
with 64 input ports (32-bit plaintext+32-bit key) and 32
output ports formed.
The function of SubByte is realized by Look-Up
Table(LUT).The SubByte matrix value replace by S-box
table. It means that the operation is completed by the Find
and Replace after all bits units are stored in a
memory(256×8bit = 1024 bit).
The implementation of MixColumn is mainly based on
the mathematical analysis in the Galois field GF(28). Only
the multiplication module and the 32-bit XOR module of
each processing unit(one column) are needed to design.
Then the function of MixColumn can be achieved. Further
processes will be proceeds up to 14 round and get encrypted
output.
Encrypted output is the decryption of input.
Decryption is the reverse process of encryption.

AES Encryption simulation:-

Fig 10:AES encryption process simulation
This is the encryption simulation in Xilinx ISE Project
navigator in which Isim is used. The simulation consist
of,Input: Data in=256 bit with 32 package,key=128 bit
string,acereq=0,aesrnw= aesburst=1.
Output:aesdone=1,Data out=cipher text.
AES Decryption Simulation:

V.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The AES simulation outputs is as follows by using
Xilinx 14.1 ISE software

Fig 11:AES Decryption Process simulation
VI.CONCLUSION
AES-256 play an important role in network security.AES
hardware high speed data processing using pipeline and
parallel processing implementation. It shows 18% utilization
of slice registers and 61% utilization of slice LUTs as
compare to standard AES hardware implementation. The
implementation can be carried out through several trade-offs
between area and speed. All transformation of encryption
can be simulated using iteration in order to minimize the
hardware consumption.
Fig 9:AES RTL Structure
This simulation result shows that RTL box design.RTL
view shows all input and output ports. The ace_oper,
datain acts as basic input for process along with that
AESburst,AESreq to register or capture input. And
AESRnW input pin is high for reading were as low for
writing.

VII.FUTURE SCOPE
Optimization in Area and Power provides better
performance for high application used ASIC. The ASIC
implementation of AES algorithm for 256 bit key length. In
our area efficiency implement pipeling concept are include
to get maximum through along with high speed of operation.
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